CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter, the explanation of illocutionary acts used by Jennifer in *Rage of Angels* novel delivered in two parts. In the first part, the writer focuses on the types of illocutionary act. The second part, the writer explains the context of situation when the illocutionary acts performed by Jennifer in *Rage of Angels* novel.

4.1 Findings

In the findings, the writer finds 108 utterances containing illocutionary acts that used by Jennifer in *Rage of Angels* novel by Sidney Sheldon. In this part, she focuses on the types of illocutionary acts proposed by Searle. Also, she explains the context of situation that underlies the illocution. The writer uses Hymes’ features of context in speech situation to support the explanation about context of situation.

4.1.1 Types of Illocutionary Acts

The writer finds some utterances in *Rage of Angels* novel that uttered by Jennifer which are contain each types of illocutionary acts proposed by Searle (1979). They are assertives, directives, commissives, expressives and, declarations. The description about types of illocutionary acts are explained through the data found within the analysis.

4.1.1.1 Assertives

Assertives commit the speakerstell about the truthfully of the utterance or representhe reality by making their utterance or words fit
with the world as they believe it to be. In other words, the speech function of assertive is asserting something.

**Fragment 1**

The conversation between Jennifer and Di Silva on page 3;

"Who paid you to give that package to Camillo Stella?"
"Paid me? **Nobody paid me!**"
"No one paid you? You just walked up to my witness and delivered this?"
"I--one of your men-wave ma-?
"Which one of my men?"
"I-I don't know."
"But you know he was one of my men."

From the dialogue above, Di Silva asks to Jennifer who paid her to give the package to Camillo Stella. Then, Jennifer says "**Paid me? Nobody paid me!**". From the utterance, Jennifer gives a pronouncement that Di Silva’s question is wrong. She was slandered by someone who wants her career has a failure. She states nobody paid her toward Di Silva in the courtroom. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance is assertive. Assertives are statement which commits the speaker to tell something being the case. Jennifer conveys her belief that she is slandered and states nobody paid her. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is stating, which includes in assertives’ illocutionary acts.

**Fragment 2**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 5;

"I'm Kenneth Bailey. And what can I do for you this morning?"
"Hello, and you’re Ace Investigations?"
"That's right. What's your scam?"
"My- I'm an attorney."
From Jennifer’s utterance “I’m an attorney”, it can be said that she states herself as an attorney. She thinks everyone knows her as a worker in a district attorney. But, Ken Bailey does not know about Jennifer’s job, and supposes Jennifer as human being that comes in his office. He also supposes that Jennifer wants to complain about the scam by saying “What’s your scam?”. Therefore, Jennifer’s illocutionary act is included in assertives. Assertives tell about the truthfully of the utterance. Jennifer states herself as an attorney, not to complain about the scam. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is stating, which includes in paradigmatic case of assertives.

**Fragment 3**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 9;

"Do you think there’s any chance you can get Wilson an acquittal?"

"Looking at it from the pessimist’s point of view, I'm trying my first case against the smartest District Attorney in the country, who has a vendetta against me, and my client is a convicted Black killer who killed again in front of a hundred and twenty witnesses."

"Terrific."

From the dialogue, Jennifer gives spirit to Ken Bailey so that there is no hesitancy when they face a case. Jennifer tries to make an instruction toward her partner. She suggests Ken Bailey to not looking the case from the optimist’s point of view, in order he does not feel weak and suppressed with the case of their client. Jennifer describes that it is the first case with the smartest District Attorney in the country, and her client is a convicted black killer. She tries to evaporate herself and her co-worker to solve the first case against Di Silva. It is because everyone underestimates her to win the case.
Then, Ken Bailey replies by saying “Terrific”. He stupefied with Jennifer’s statement.

It is obvious Jennifer’s utterance is assertive. Assertives are statement which commits the speaker to something being the case. Jennifer suggests Ken Bailey to look at pessimist side, and describes her belief that she could face a smartest district attorney. It is clear that the Jennifer’s utterance is suggesting, which includes in the case of assertives.

**Fragment 4**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 11;

“As the old joke goes, he could have stayed home. How are you and our esteemed District Attorney getting along?”

“Mr. Di Silva sent me a message this morning. He intends to remove me from the law business.”

In the conversation above, Ken Bailey asks “How are you and our esteemed District Attorney getting along?”. He wants to know Jennifer’s condition and her enemy Di Silva. But, Jennifer replies “Mr. Di Silva sent me a message this morning. He intends to remove me from the law business”. She informs to Bailey that Di Silva wants to remove her from the law business. It is obvious that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is assertive. Assertives tells about the truthfully of the utterance. Jennifer reports the truth that she will be removed by Di Silva from law business. It is clear that this utterance is reporting, which includes in the case of assertives.

**Fragment 5**

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 13;

“I was wondering if you’d care to have dinner with me one evening?”
"What about tonight?"
"I'm afraid my first free night is Friday. Are you busy?"
"No."
"Shall I pick you up at your place?"
"It might be easier if we met somewhere."

In the conversation, Adam Warner asks "Shall I pick you up at your place?". He wants to pick Jennifer up from her apartment. Then, Jennifer says "It might be easier if we met somewhere". From the utterance, Jennifer does not want to be picked up in her place or apartment. She suggests Adam Warner in order to meet her up in somewhere. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance is assertives. Assertives mean that the speakers tellsomething being the case. It is clear that Jennifer illocutionary act is suggesting, which includes in paradigmatic case of assertives.

Fragment 6

The conversation between Jennifer and Connie Garrett on page 15;

"Tell me what?"
"My lawyer sued the utility company whose truck hit me, and we lost the case. We appealed and lost the appeal."
"He should have mentioned that. If the appellate court turned you down, I'm afraid there's nothing that can be done."
"I didn't really believe there was. I just thought -well, Father Ryan said you could work miracles."
"That's his territory. I'm only a lawyer."

From the dialogue above, Connie Garrett says that she always get the positive thinking about Jennifer. Connie also says that Father Ryan ever said Jennifer can make a miracle in her job. Then, Jennifer replies "That's his territory. I'm only a lawyer". Jennifer does not like with Connie’s statement. She wants Connie to understand who Jennifer is. Jennifer is only a lawyer so that she represents the reality by making her utterance. She claims that
Father Ryan has an authority to say anything about her because he is a priest. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance is assertives. Assertives tell about the truthfully of the utterance. It is clear that Jennifer illocutionary act is claiming, which includes in paradigmatic case of assertives.

**Fragment 7**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 20;

"Ken, can you check out Nationwide Motors Corporation? We need a list of all the accident cases their trucks have been involved in for the past five years."
"That's going to take a while."
"Use LEXIS. That was the national legal computer."
"You want to tell me what's going on?"
"I'm not sure yet, Ken. It's just a hunch. I'll let you know if anything comes of it."

Jennifer wants accurate news from her client. She needs a list of all the accident cases for the past five years. Then, she suggests her co-worker, Ken Bailey to use Lexis, a national legal computer. The writer describes the illocutionary acts in Jennifer’s utterance is directive because she attempts to get Ken Bailey to do something. In the other words, directive illocutionary acts express the speaker’s desire for the addressee to do something. Jennifer suggests Ken Bailey to use Lexis as the national legal computer; in order she gets the accurate news about all of accident cases happened with her client for the past five years. It is clear that the utterance is suggesting.

**Fragment 8**

The conversation between La Guardia and Jennifer on page 21;
"I come to you 'cause I need some help. Anybody can make a mistake, right, Miss Parker? ..." "Here. A grand down an' another grand when we go to court. Okay?"
"My calendar is full for the next few months. I'll be glad to recommend some other attorneys to you."
"No. I don't want nobody else. You're the best."

From Jennifer’s utterance, “My calendar is full for the next few months, I'll be glad to recommend some other attorneys to you”. Jennifer informs to La Guardia about her schedule for next few months. It is because La Guardia wants Jennifer become his lawyer, but, Jennifer does not be able to do that. Then, Jennifer suggests La Guardia to choose some other attorneys to help La Guardia’s case. It is indicate that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is assertive. In that utterance, Jennifer tells that she does not accept La Guardia’s offers for becoming his lawyer truthfully. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is suggesting, which includes in the case of assertives.

Fragment 9

The conversation between Phillip Redding and Jennifer on page 28;

"I wonder if we could meet, I have a problem."
"I'm not available, but I can recommend someone who's very good."

From conversation above, Philip Redding conveys his happiness if he could meet Jennifer and tells that he has a problem. But, Jennifer’s answer is inappropriate with Philip’s hope. Jennifer says “I'm not available, but I can recommend someone who’s very good”. Jennifer does not want to be Philip’s lawyer to handle his problem. Then, Jennifer suggests Philip that she can recommend someone who is very good to become his lawyer. Jennifer’s utterance indicated in assertives illocutionary act. She suggests
another lawyer to Philip by saying "I can recommend someone who’s very good". It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is suggesting, which includes in paradigmatic case of assertives.

**Fragment 10**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 35;

"We’re going to handle the Vasco Gambutti case,"
"Jennifer, we can’t afford to get mixed up with the mob."
"Gambutti’s entitled to a fair trial, just like anyone else."
"I can’t let you-"
"As long as this is my office, I’ll make the decisions."

From the conversation above, Ken Bailey says “Jennifer, we can’t afford to get mixed up with the mob. I can’t let you-". He has not continued his utterance yet, but Jennifer interrupts by saying “As long as this is my office, I’ll make the decisions”. Jennifer claims that she is a leader in the office. She is being able to make all decisions about the problem increased. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is assertive. Assertives’ category mean that speakers say the truthfully of their utterance as they believe it to be. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is claiming, which includes in paradigmatic case of assertives.

**Fragment 11**

The conversation between Adam Warner and Jennifer on page 40;

"It would be wiser if we didn’t."
"Overruled. I’ve called you and I’ve written to you, you never called me back and my letters were returned. There isn’t a day that’s gone by that I haven’t thought about you. Why did you disappear?"
"It’s part of my magic act."
"What would you like?"
"Nothing."
From conversation above, Adam asks about Jennifer’s existence. It is because for a long time Adam never sees Jennifer. Adam asks many things to Jennifer. Jennifer uses assertives’ illocutionary acts. It can be seen from this utterance “It’s part of my magic act”. Jennifer does not tell anymore except that words. She claims that she does a part of her magic act. Jennifer just concludes what Adam asks about. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is claiming, which includes in assertives illocutionary acts.

Fragment 12

The conversation between Jennifer and Joshua on page 42;

"Do I have to get up?"
"No. Tell you what. Why don’t you laze around today? You can stay inside and have fun. It’s raining too hard to go outdoors."
"Okay, Mom."

From dialogue above, Jennifer says to Joshua “It’s raining too hard to go outdoors”. She wants Joshua does not go anywhere and still at home. From that utterance, Jennifer states the general truth that it is raining. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is assertive. Assertives tell the truthfully of the utterance. It is clear that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is stating, which includes in paradigmatic case of assertives.

Fragment 13

The conversation between Jennifer and Silva’s secretary on page 49;

"I have to speak to Mr. Di Silva. This is Jennifer Parker."
"I’m sorry. Mr. Di Silva is in a conference. He can’t be dis-"
"You get him on this telephone. This is an emergency. Hurry!" "Just a moment."
"Yes?"
"Listen, and listen carefully. Adam Warner's going to be killed. It's going to happen in the next ten or fifteen minutes. They're planning to do it at the New Canaan bridge."

From dialogue above, Jennifer informs to Silva’s secretary that Adam Warner is going to be killed in New Canaan Bridge. She conveys it in order Silva’s secretary informs to Di Silva. Jennifer affirms to Silva’s secretary in order that event cannot be done. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is assertive. Assertives are statement which commits the speaker to something being the case. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is reporting, which includes in the paradigmatic case of assertives.

4.1.1.2 Directives

This category means that speakers direct the hearer to perform particular act which will make the world fit with the speaker’s words. In the other words, the utterance in this category attempt to make the addressee perform an action or asking someone to do something.

Fragment 14

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 9;

"Maybe he's trying to psych you out. He wants you running scared."
"I am running scared:"
"It's a bad case. You should see Abraham Wilson. All the jury will have to do is look at him and they'll vote to convict." "When does the trial come up?"
"In four weeks."
"Anything I can do to help?"
"Uh-huh. Put out a contract on Di Silva."
"Do you think there's any chance you can get Wilson an acquittal?"

From Jennifer’s utterance, “Put out a contract on Di Silva”. She gives an answer from Ken Bailey’s question “Anything I can do to
help?" Jennifer’s answer shows that her responses to Ken Bailey’s question with a command. She commands Ken Bailey to put out a contract on Di Silva. In other words, Jennifer does not want to has any cooperates with Di Silva anymore. It is because Di Silva as an ex-boss of Jennifer tries to destroy Jennifer’s career. It is obvious that Jennifer illocutionary act is directive. The utterance in this category attempts the addressee to perform an action. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is commanding, which includes in the case of directives.

Fragment 15

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 13;

"How's the master attorney? You look like you just swallowed a client."
"Ken, would you run a check on someone for me?"
"Shoot. Who is it?"

From conversation above, Ken Bailey asks about the master attorney or usually called Di Silva. Then, Bailey guesses that Jennifer gets a new client “You look like you just swallowed a client”. Jennifer does not care for Bailey’s question. There is more important thing than answer Bailey’s question. Then, Jennifer asks to Bailey “Ken, would you run a check on someone for me?”. She wants Bailey to find out a check list about a person. It is obvious that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is directive. Directives mean that the speakers direct the hearer to perform a particular action. Jennifer asks Bailey to find out a list, and then Bailey does it directly by saying “Shoot. Who is it?”. It is clear that Jennifer illocutionary act is asking, which includes in paradigmatic case of directives.
Fragment 16

The conversation between Patrick Maguire and Jennifer on page 21;

"It's nice to meet you, Miss Parker. You've gotten yourself quite a reputation around town."
"Not all bad, I hope."
"They say you're tough. You don't look it"
"I hope not."
"Coffee? Or some good Irish whiskey?"
"Coffee, please."

From the dialogue above, Patrick Maguire says “Coffee? Or some good Irish whiskey?”. He offers to Jennifer to drink coffee or some whiskey. Then, Jennifer requests coffee by saying “Coffee, please”. From Jennifer’s utterance, it can be said that she is more like coffee than whiskey. It is obvious that the utterance is requesting, which includes in paradigmatic case of directive.

Fragment 17

The conversation between Patrick Maguire and Jennifer on page 21;

"No, you're not. Because your client's not going into court. I just paid her a visit. There's no way you can ever get that girl into a courtroom. She's terrified and, without her, you haven't got a chance."
"You had no right to talk to Connie Garrett without my being present."
"I was only trying to do everybody a favor. Take the money and run, friend."
"Get out of here. You turn my stomach."
"I didn't know your stomach could be turned."

In the conversation above, Patrick Maguire tells Jennifer that he was only trying to do everybody a favor. Then, Maguire gives suggestion to Jennifer by saying “Take the money and run, friend”. Maguire’s utterance
makes Jennifer angry so that Jennifer says “Get out of here”. Jennifer
commands Maguire to leave her. It is because Jennifer does not like with
Maguire’s utterance. She thinks that Maguire’s suggestion is not good. It is
indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is directive. Directive means that the
speakers direct the hearer to perform a particular action. Jennifer directs her
commands to Maguire to leave her. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is
commanding, which includes in paradigmatic case of directives.

**Fragment 18**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 24;

"*When will you be back?"*

"*I shouldn't be gone more than three or four days."*

"*Things aren't the same when you're not here. I'll miss you.*"

"*Hold down the fort until I get back.*"

From the conversation above, Ken Bailey conveys the feeling of lose
to Jennifer by saying “*Things aren’t the same when you’re not here. I’ll
miss you*”. He says like that because Jennifer leaves the office for a few
days. Then, Jennifer replies Bailey’s statement by saying “*Hold down the
fort until I get back*”. From the utterance, Jennifer wants Bailey to change
her position for a while until she comes back to the office. In other words,
Jennifer commands Bailey to lead in the office as her position before. It is
indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is directive. Directive’s category means
that speaker directs the hearer to perform a particular action. It is clear that
Jennifer’s utterance is commanding, which includes in directives
illocutionary act.

**Fragment 19**
The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 36;

"What's going on? You can't keep representing these hoodlums. They'll ruin us."
"Don't worry about it, Ken. They'll pay."
"You can't be that naive, Jennifer. You're the one who's going to pay. They'll have you hooked."
"Drop it, Ken."
"Right. You're the boss."

From the dialogue above, Ken Bailey infuriated with Jennifer because she is influenced by Moretti to enter his business although as a lawyer. Bailey feels afraid if Jennifer hooked in Moretti’s problem someday. Ken Bailey shows his disappointed to Jennifer by saying “You can't be that naive, Jennifer. You're the one who's going to pay. They'll have you hooked”. But, Jennifer get mad instead to Bailey by saying “Drop it, Ken”. Jennifer does not want to tell about her business with Moretti. She commands Bailey to drop talking about Moretti’s business deeper. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is directive. Directive means the speakers direct the hearer to perform an action in particular. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is commanding, which include in directives illocutionary acts.

Fragment 20

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 38;

"Why didn't you tell me?"
"Tell you what?"
"About you and Mike Moretti."
"My personal life-"
"He lives in a sewer and you brought that sewer into the office! You've got us all working for Moretti and his hoodlums."
"Stop it!"
"I am. That's what I came to tell you. I'm leaving."
From the conversation above, Ken Bailey conveys his fury to Jennifer by saying “You've got us all working for Moretti and his hoodlums”. He accuses Jennifer has incriminated him and his friends in the office to work for Moretti and hoodlums inside. Then, Jennifer says “Stop it!”. Jennifer does not like with Bailey’s utterance. She often hears Bailey’s utterance that can make Jennifer dropped. Therefore, Jennifer commands Bailey to stop his statement. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is directive. Directive means the speakers direct the hearer to perform an action in particular. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is commanding, which include in directives illocutionary acts.

4.1.1.3 Commissives

Commissives commit the speaker to some future action. The speakers commit themselves to a future act which will make the world fit with their words.

Fragment 21

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 5;

"You got any clients?"
"I have some things coming up, don’t let it get you down. Anyone can make a mistake."
"Like some?"
"No, thanks, I never eat lunch."
"Okay."

From the dialogue, Ken Bailey offers to Jennifer by saying “Like some?”. He supposes that Jennifer in tired condition, so that he orders her to lunch. But, Jennifer refuses it by the utterance “No, thanks, I never eat lunch”. Jennifer refuses Ken Bailey’s intention that she does not want to
accept his offering. She says it seriously. Jennifer explains that she is never
eat lunch before, and it is not her habitual action. It is obvious that Jennifer’s
illocutionary act is commissive. Commissives express the speaker intends.
Jennifer expresses her intention about Ken Bailey’s cure by refuse it. It is
clear that the utterance is refusing, which includes in the case of
commissives.

Fragment 22

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 5;

"You're late this morning."
"Mr. Bailey, I’m afraid I’m going to have to be leaving. I'll send you
the rent money I owe you as soon as I'm able to."

In the conversation, Jennifer says "I'll send you the rent money I owe
you as soon as I'm able to". She says like that because she is afraid if Ken
Bailey angry to her. From Ken Bailey’s utterance “You’re late this
morning”, Jennifer feels that Bailey is very angry with her. Therefore,
Jennifer promises to send Bailey the rent money that she owes him as soon
as she is able to. It is obvious that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is commissive.
She makes a statement that gives an action in the future. And she expresses
her feels through promises to Bailey. It is clear that the utterance is
promising, which includes in commissives illocutionary acts.

Fragment 23

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 12;

"How about a cup of coffee?"
"I couldn't swallow anything."
From dialogue above, Ken Bailey asks to Jennifer “How about a cup of coffee?”. He offers a cup of coffee to Jennifer because he looks Jennifer is not as usual. Jennifer looked like a complicated person. But, Jennifer’s answer is unsatisfied to be heard by Ken Bailey. Jennifer replies “I couldn’t swallow anything”. She refuses what Ken Bailey’s offer. It is because she is not in good condition, and also she does not want to drink anything. Jennifer’s illocutionary act is commissive. She commits herself to do some future action. She refuses Ken Bailey’s offer about a cup of coffee. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is refusing, which includes in the case of commissive.

**Fragment 24**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 15;

“Hey, I get lonely in that big office all by myself. How about dinner and the theater tonight?”
“T’m afraid I-” “I’d love to go:”
“I have two tickets for the ballet Friday night. I thought we might---”
“I’m sorry, Ken. I’m busy Friday night.”
“Oh.”

In the conversation, Ken Bailey informs to Jennifer that he has two tickets for watching ballet at Friday night. He thinks he can join the show with Jennifer. But, Jennifer says “I’m busy Friday night”. Jennifer does not be able to come for watching the ballet on Friday night. It is because she feels busy, and there is another activity. She refuses Bailey’s intention. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance is commissive. In commissive, the utterance is produced to give an action in the future. It is clear that Jennifer
illocutionary act is refusing, which includes in paradigmatic case of commissives.

**Fragment 25**

The conversation between Jennifer and Michael Moretti on page 20;

"I want to see you. I think you and I should have a little talk."
"What about, Mr. Moretti?"
"It's nothing I'd care to discuss on the telephone. I can tell you this, Miss Parker—it's something that would be very much in your interest;'
"I can tell you this, Mr. Moretti. Nothing you could ever do or say could be of the slightest interest to me."

From dialogue above, Michael Moretti wants to tell about his problem to Jennifer, but it cannot be done via telephone. Moretti is sure that his problem becomes interest for Jennifer. But, Jennifer does not interest what Moretti tries to talk about by saying "Nothing you could ever do or say could be of the slightest interest to me". She explains whatever Moretti wants to talk about, whether it is good topic or not, according to her it is not interest. Jennifer refuses Moretti’s intention to talk with her. It can be said that Jennifer's utterance is commissive. Commissives commit to do some future action. It is clear that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is refusing, which includes in paradigmatic case of commissives.

**Fragment 26**

The conversation between Michael Moretti and Jennifer on page 21;

"Well, this is an unexpected pleasure, Miss Parker. I=
"Mr. Moretti, I don't like being set up."
"What are you talking about?"
"Listen to me. And listen well. I'm not for sale. Not now, not ever. I won't represent you or anyone who works for you. All I want is for you to leave me alone. Is that clear?"
From conversation above, Jennifer says “Listen to me. And listen well. I’m not for sale. Not now, not ever. I won’t represent you or anyone who works for you”. Jennifer commands Moretti to listen well, listen what she is talking about. Jennifer does not want to be used by Moretti as his lawyer, of course to overcome Moretti’s case. From this utterance, Jennifer has a plan that she does not want to represent Moretti and his co-worker as her client. It is clear this utterance is planning, which includes in paradigmatic case of commissives.

Fragment 27

The conversation between Michael Moretti and Jennifer on page 24;

“I don’t want to represent you or any of your friends:”

“Why not?”

“Because if I represented one of you, from then on you’d own me.”

“You’ve got it all wrong.” “My friends are in legitimate businesses. I mean banks, insurance companies.”

“Save your breath. My services aren’t available to the Mafia.”

“Who said anything about the Mafia?”

“Call it whatever you like. No one owns me but me. I intend to keep it that way.”

In the conversation above, Moretti clarifies about his business to Jennifer by saying “You’ve got it all wrong. My friends are in legitimate businesses. I mean banks, insurance companies.”. Moretti tells that he and his friends do not make an illegal bussines. From that clarifying, Moretti wants Jennifer to become his lawyer. But, Jennifer replies by saying “My services aren’t available to the Mafia”. Jennifer does not want to help Moretti to become his lawyer because Moretti is the leader of Mafia. Jennifer thinks that all Mafia never commit a good thing. Therefore, she
refuses Moretti’s intention. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is commissive. In commissive, speakers commit themselves to do future act. Jennifer commits herself to not accept Moretti’s intention by refusing it. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is refusing, which includes in commissives illocutionary act.

**Fragment 28**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 26;

"'De nada’. When are you going to do it?"
"I'll go down there this weekend."
"Would you like me to go with you?" "What about the return trip?"
"I'll be all right."
"It's none of my business, but are you sure this is what you want to do?"
"I'm sure: 'I'm sure."

In the dialogue above, Ken Bailey offers himself to go with Jennifer by saying “Would you like me to go with you?”. He wants to accompany Jennifer to go to ‘De nada’. But, Jennifer does not want to accept Bailey’s offer by saying “I’ll be all right”. Jennifer says to Bailey that she will be fine although there is no Bailey beside her. In other words, Jennifer does not need Bailey to go with her so that she promises to Bailey that she will be all right. Jennifer’s utterance is indicated in commissives illocutionary acts. In commissive, the utterance is produced to give action in the future. It is clear that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is promising, which includes in paradigmatic case of commissive.

**Fragment 29**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 27;
"He's getting stronger every day."
"I don't want to pry," "but shouldn't whoever the proud papa is be doing something-?"
"Subject closed."
"Okay..Sorry. ..."

From the dialogue above, Ken Bailey tries to ask about the father’s frame of Jennifer’s baby by saying “I don't want to pry, but shouldn't whoever the proud papa is be doing something-?”. He wants to know who man that suitable to become a father for Jennifer’s baby. But, Jennifer replies by saying “Subject closed”. Jennifer does not want to continue what Bailey’s talking about. Jennifer commands Bailey to stop the topic he talks about. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is directive. Jennifer uses category of directive in commanding.

Fragment 30

The conversation between Jennifer and Dan Martin on page 27;

"I'm taking a leave of absence.I'll be gone for the next five months."
"We'll be able to reach you, won't we?"
"No, Dan. I'll be out of touch."

From Jennifer’s utterance, it can be said that Jennifer makes a plan. Jennifer takes a leave of absence in her office by saying “I’ll be gone for the next five months”. Jennifer wants to leave her office. She plans to leave it for the next five months, of course her partner (Dan Martin) feels sad and saying “We’ll be able to reach you, won’t we?”. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is commissive. In commissives, speakers commit themselves to perform a future act which will make the world fit their words. It is clear
that Jennifer’s utterance is planning, which includes in paradigmatic case of
commissive.

**Fragment 31**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 28;

"You know who's been driving us nuts trying to reach you?"
"Who?"
"Michael Moretti."
"Oh."
"He's weird. When we wouldn't tell him where you were, he made us swear you were all right."
"I'll call them as soon as I can."

From the dialogue above, Ken Bailey tells about Moretti to Jennifer. He informs that Moretti is weird and he always ask where Jennifer is by saying “He's weird. When we wouldn't tell him where you were, he made us swear you were all right”. Then, Jennifer says to Bailey “I'll call them as soon as I can”. Jennifer wants her co-workers do not afraid with Moretti so that she says like that. Jennifer’s utterance is indicated in category of commissives illocutionary acts. It is because she plans to call Moretti as soon as possible. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is planning, which includes in the case of commissives.

**4.1.1.4 Expressives**

Expressives have the function of expressing; the illocutionary point of this class is to express the psychological state specified in the sincerity condition about a state of affairs specified in the propositional content. In the other words, it has function to express speaker’s feeling.
Fragment 32

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 6;

"You isn't that why you're here?"
"I told you why I'm here. I'm empowered to investigate and recommend for or against disbarment proceedings. I want to get your side of the story."
"I see. And how do I buy you off?"
"I'm sorry, Miss Parker:" "Just a minute!"
"Forgive me, I-everybody seems to be the enemy."
"Your apology is accepted."

From dialogue above, Adam says “Just a minute!”. He wants Jennifer to see him and spending a view times within. But, Jennifer does not want to do what Adam wants. She feels everybody seems to be the enemy through her utterance “Forgive me, I-everybody seems to be the enemy”. Jennifer says like this utterance because it is the first time she meets Adam Warner. She has not recognized yet about Adam Warner. Therefore, Jennifer ignores Adam’s orders through apologizing. Jennifer apologizes to Adam that she is not be able to accept Adam Warner’s invitation. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is apologizing, which includes in the commissives illocutionary act.

Fragment 33

The conversation between Jennifer and Judge Waldman on page 11;

"Your Honor, this exhibit is absolutely vital to our defense. I feel-
"Miss Parker, this court does not have the time or the inclination to give you instructions in the law, but the District Attorney is quite right. Before coming into this courtroom you should have acquainted yourself with the basic rules of evidence. The first rule is that you cannot introduce evidence that has not been properly prepared for. Nothing has been put into the record about the deceased being armed or not armed. Therefore, the question of these weapons becomes extraneous. You are overruled."
"I'm sorry, but it is not extraneous."
"That is enough! You may file an exception."

From Jennifer’s utterance, “I'm sorry, but it is not extraneous”. She conveys her apologizing to Judge Waldman in the courtroom. It is because Jennifer talks inappropriate thing to against her enemy in front of the Judge. Judge Waldman replies her apologizing by saying “That is enough! You may file an exception”. It is obvious that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is expressive. This category focuses on primarily on representing the speaker’s feeling. Jennifer expresses her psychological state by using apology. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is apologizing, which includes in paradigmatic case of expressives.

**Fragment 34**

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 16;

"I brought you something," "It's from Milan."
"Thank you."
"Have you ever been to Milan?"
"No. I've seen pictures of the cathedral there. It's lovely."
"I'm not much of a sightseer. My theory is that if you've seen one church, you've seen them all."

In the conversation above, Adam Warner asks to Jennifer “Have you ever been to Milan?”. He wants to know whether Jennifer has been Milan or not. Then, Jennifer answers “No. I've seen pictures of the cathedral there. It's lovely”. Jennifer says that she has not gone yet to Milan. But, she is very proud of the shape of cathedrals there. She ever sees the cathedrals from pictures before. Therefore, she expresses her proud with saying “It's lovely”. She praises about the building of cathedral in Milan although she
never goes there. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance is expressive. Expressives focus on primarily on representing the speaker’s feeling. It is clear that Jennifer illocutionary act is praising, which includes in paradigmatic case of expressive.

**Fragment 35**

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 19;

"I have some news for you," "I’ve been asked to run for the United States Senate."
"Oh, Adam! That’s wonderful! You’ll make such a great senator!"
"The competition’s going to be fierce. New York’s a tough state."
"It doesn't matter. No one can stop you." "I'm so proud of you, darling."

From dialogue above, Adam Warner has good news for Jennifer. He tells to Jennifer that he has been asked for the United States Senate. Jennifer feels happy to hear that news. She expresses her happiness by saying “Oh Adam! That’s wonderful!” From the utterance, Jennifer praises to Adam, and she is sure that Adam will be a great senator. It is obvious that Jennifer’s illocutionary act is expressive. Expressives focus on primarily on representing the speaker’s feeling. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is praising, which includes in the case of expressives.

**Fragment 36**

The conversation between Patrick Maguire and Jennifer on page 21;

"I just talked to Connie Garrett. As I told you before, she really doesn’t want to go to court unless she has to. So if we could settle this today=’
"Nice try, Miss Parker. The statute of limitations is up today. No one is going to sue anybody. If you’d like to settle for a lunch sometime we can talk about the fickle finger of fate."
"That's a pretty rotten trick, friend."
"It's a pretty rotten world, friend."

In the dialogue above, Patrick Maguire says that the statute of limitations about the case of fickle finger is up. He informs to Jennifer no one is going to sue that case. But, if Jennifer wants to talk about the case deeper, Maguire offers her to lunch together. Then, Jennifer says “That’s a pretty rotten trick, friend”. Jennifer does not agree with Maguire’s invitation. She feels that Maguire just seek an excuse in order can meet up with her again. In other words, she blames to Maguire by saying those words. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance is expressive. Expressives are those kinds of speech acts that state what the speaker feels. It is clear that the utterance is blaming, which includes in the paradigmatic case of expressives.

Fragment 37

The conversation between Joshua and Jennifer on page 41;

"You should have seen the accident, Mom. It was incredible! A big sailboat tipped over and we stopped and saved their lives."
"That's wonderful, son. How many lives did you save?"
"There were six of them."
"And you pulled them out of the water?"
"Well, we didn't exactly pull them out of the water. They were kind a sittin' on the side of their boat. But they probably would have starved to death if we hadn't come along."
"I see. They were very lucky you came along, weren't they?"
"You'll say."

From the conversation above, Joshua tells to Jennifer there is an accident of sailboat. But, he and his friends can restrain when the sailboat tipped over so that they can save the passengers’ live. Then, Jennifer perceives it by saying “That's wonderful, son”. She wants her son knows that she is proud of him. Jennifer loves what Joshua and his friends do.
Therefore, she praises to Joshua because he can save passengers’ live from the accident. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is expressive. Jennifer expresses her feels to Joshua by praising him. It is clear that Jennifer’s utterance is praising, which includes in expressives illocutionary act.

4.1.1.5 Declarations

Declarations are illocution whose successful performance brings about the correspondence between the propositional content and reality, such as resigning, dismissing, christening, naming, excommunicating, appointing, sentencing, and others.

Fragment 38

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 23;

"You know, only one percent of the lawyers in this country can get in?"
"I'm their token woman,"
"Jennifer won the case. One of the techniques Jennifer found effective with a jury was to say, "I know that the words 'law' and 'courtroom' sound a little frightening and remote from your lives, but when you stop to think about it, all we're doing here is dealing with the rights and wrongs done to human beings like ourselves. Let's forget we're in a courtroom, my friends. Let's just imagine we're sitting around in my living room, talking about what's happened to this poor defendant, this fellow human being."

From conversation above, Ken Bailey says “You know, only one percent of the lawyers in this country can get in?”. Bailey informs to Jennifer that only one percent of the lawyers can win the case successfully. It means Bailey proud of Jennifer because she becomes the winner in difficult case category. Then, Jennifer says “I’m their token woman”. Jennifer appoints herself as a token woman. She declares it because she
knows that there is no one can overcome the case in the country before. In the other words, Jennifer is a rescuer for woman who struggles for their live from big suppression. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is appointing, which includes in declarations illocutionary act.

4.1.2 Context of Situation

In the findings of what context of situation from the illocutionary acts used by Jennifer in Rage of Angels novel, the writer uses the concept of features of context proposed by Hymes (1974). It can be seen from these aspects: addressor and addressee, audience, setting, topic, channel, code, message-form, key and purpose. The writer analyzes the context In order to know in what topic the illocutionary acts used by Jennifer, who are the participants, when and where the illocutionary act is being performed and, what is the result or purpose of illocutionary act used by Jennifer.

Fragment 1

The conversation between Jennifer and Di Silva on page 3;

"Who paid you to give that package to Camillo Stella?"
"Paid me? Nobody paid me!"
"No one paid you? You just walked up to my witness and delivered this?"
"I--one of your men-wave ma-?"
"Which one of my men?"
"I-I don't know."
"But you know he was one of my men."

The participants from data 1 are Di Silva and Jennifer. Jennifer is the addressor, and Di Silva as the recipient of the utterance. More specifically,
Di Silva is the district attorney who conveys the news to Jennifer as his assistant. The case is being discussed from Jennifer’s utterance in data 1 is about her caring for herself. It can be seen from her utterance “nobody paid me!”, Jennifer cares for herself because she believes that nobody paid her. It happens in a courtroom within strain condition. Jennifer says that utterance seriously and she wants all people in the courtroom believe her that she is slandered through Di Silva’s question.

**Fragment 2**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 5;

“I’m Kenneth Bailey. And what can I do for you this morning?”
“Hello, and you’re Ace Investigations?”
“That’s right. What’s your scam?”
“My- I’m an attorney.”

The addressor from data 2 is Jennifer who gives a pronouncement to Ken Bailey as the addressee. From the conversation on data 2, Ken Bailey has an interview session with Jennifer, so they are being discussed about curriculum vitae. This event happens in Bailey’s office. Jennifer and Bailey do this session with relax but still serious. From this interview, Jennifer wants to know whether she can work at Bailey’s office or not. In this context, Jennifer tries to search a job after dismissal from assistant of the district attorney.

**Fragment 3**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 9;

"Do you think there's any chance you can get Wilson an acquittal?"
"Looking at it from the pessimist's point of view, I'm trying my first case against the smartest District Attorney in the country, who has a vendetta against me, and my client is a convicted Black killer who killed again in front of a hundred and twenty witnesses."
"Terrific."

From data 3, the addressee is Jennifer who gives suggestion to Ken Bailey as the addressor. Addressor is the recipient of the information. The writer concludes that in data 7, the topic being discussed is reminding. Jennifer gives a suggestion to Bailey through reminding him to look at the pessimist point of view if against Di Silva, the smartest district attorney in the country. Jennifer says the utterance in data 7 seriously in order her partners in the office do not afraid to against Di Silva in the court session. From the Jennifer’s utterance, the writer summarizes this even happens in the office.

Fragment 4

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 11;

"As the old joke goes, he could have stayed home. How are you and our esteemed District Attorney getting along?"
"Mr. Di Silva sent me a message this morning. He intends to remove me from the law business."

In data 4, Jennifer reports to Ken Bailey that she will be deleted from business of law. It can be said that Jennifer is the addressor and, Bailey is the addressee. The writer assumes that topic being discussed from Jennifer’s utterance is giving information. Jennifer gives the information to Bailey through a message from Di Silva at office in the morning. She conveys that message in serious way so that Bailey understands that her position of law
business in danger. From Jennifer’s utterance in data 8, the writer concludes that Jennifer hopes that Bailey has an idea to overcome the problem.

**Fragment 5**

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 12;

"I was wondering if you’d care to have dinner with me one evening?"
"What about tonight?"
"I’m afraid my first free night is Friday. Are you busy?"
"No."
"Shall I pick you up at your place?"
"It might be easier if we met somewhere."

The addressee from data 5 is Jennifer who gives the opinion from Adam’s question. Then, Adam receives what Jennifer says, it is clear that Adam is the addressee. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer decides that the topic being talks is giving opinion. Jennifer gives her opinion about where Adam should pick her up tonight by saying “It might be easier if we met somewhere”. In this context, Adam invites Jennifer to dinner with him. This event happens in Jennifer’s apartment. Jennifer says that utterance seriously because she does not want people know that she will dinner together with Adam.

**Fragment 6**

The conversation between Jennifer and Connie Garrett on page 15;

"Tell me what?"
"My lawyer sued the utility company whose truck hit me, and we lost the case. We appealed and lost the appeal:"
"He should have mentioned that. If the appellate court turned you down, I'm afraid there's nothing that can be done."
"I didn't really believe there was. I just thought-well, Father Ryan said you could work miracles."
"That's his territory. I'm only a lawyer."
In data 6, the addressor is Jennifer and, the addressee is Connie Garrett. Connie gets the information from Father Ryan that Jennifer could work miracles, and then she conveys to Jennifer. Jennifer’s utterance indicates that she claims about Father Ryan’s authority towards Connie, so that the topic is claiming. Based on context of the story, this event happens when Jennifer comes to Connie’s home at the first time. They talks together in the living room. From data 14, the writer concludes that Jennifer utters her utterance seriously in order Connie understands if Father Ryan is a priest, he has an authority to say anything about her. Jennifer wants Connie always realizes her as a lawyer.

**Fragment 7**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 20;

“Ken, can you check out Nationwide Motors Corporation? We need a list of all the accident cases their trucks have been involved in for the past five years.”

“That’s going to take a while.”

"Use LEXIS." That was the national legal computer.

“You want to tell me what's going on?”

"I'm not sure yet, Ken. It's just a hunch. I'll let you know if anything comes of it."

From data 7, the writer underlies the addressor is Jennifer and, Ken Bailey is the addressee. Jennifer informs to Bailey that they need a list of all the accident cases, and then Bailey does what Jennifer’s need. In data 17, the topic is suggesting, it can be seen from Jennifer’s utterance “Use Lexis”. Jennifer suggests Bailey to use Lexis as the national legal computer in order Bailey uses the best way to find out the list of accident in five past years and gets the good data quickly. Jennifer conveys her intention towards Bailey
seriously because it is a serious case. They talk this topic when they are in
the office.

Fragment 8

The conversation between La Guardia and Jennifer on page 21;

"I come to you 'cause I need some help. Anybody can make a
mistake, right, Miss Parker? ..." "Here. A grand down an' another
grand when we go to court. Okay?"
"My calendar is full for the next few months. I'll be glad to
recommend some other attorneys to you."
"No. I don't want nobody else. You're the best."

From the data 8, the addressor is Jennifer. Jennifer informs to La
Guardia that the agenda is full of a few months; she could not be his lawyer
and recommend him to choose another lawyer. But, La Guardia wants
Jennifer only as his lawyer. It shows that La Guardia is the addressee. From
Jennifer's utterance, the writer decides that the topic is expression of
refusing. Jennifer refuses La Guardia to become his lawyer by
recommending another lawyer. Based on context of the story, this event
happens when La Guardia calls Jennifer via telephone. He informs to
Jennifer that he needs Jennifer’s help. From Jennifer’s utterance in data 21,
he writer concludes that Jennifer utters her words explicitly in order La
Guardia understands that she is very busy and he will choose another
lawyer.

Fragment 9

The conversation between Phillip Redding and Jennifer on page 28;

"I wonder if we could meet, I have a problem."
"I'm not available, but I can recommend someone who’s very good."

In data 9, the addressor is Jennifer. Jennifer conveys her unwilling to Philip Redding. She does not want to meet him to talk about his problem. In this case, Philip Redding is the addressee. It is because he accepts Jennifer’s reason why she refuses his intention. Based on context of the story, Jennifer does not accept Philip’s intention because she can give recommendation to Philip there is a good another lawyer and, she still has any problems in her life so that she could not accept client for a while. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance portrayed an expression of refusing. Jennifer refuses Philip to become her client. Jennifer talks to Philip by telephone. She says those words seriously in order Philip uses another lawyer.

Fragment 10
The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 35;

"We're going to handle the Vasco Gambutti case,"
"Jennifer, we can't afford to get mixed up with the mob."
"Gambutti’s entitled to a fair trial, just like anyone else."
"I can’t let you-"
"As long as this is my office, I'll make the decisions."

In data 10, the addressor is Jennifer. Sheadvices Baileyby saying “As long as this is my office, I’ll make the decisions”. It shows that Jennifer is the addressor. Then, Bailey perceives it well. Based on context of the story, Jennifer will handle many cases from mafia. Then, her co-workers are override with her desicions. They feel uncomfortable with Jennifer’s desicions because they know that Jennifer ever says that she is not for sale towards mafia. The conversation between Bailey and Jennifer happens when
they are in Jennifer’s room at office. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer
decides the topic is being suitable is giving a warn. Jennifer warns her co-
workers that all decisions are depend on her because she is superior in the
office. She utters those words seriously in order her co-workers do not say
anything and understand with her desicions.

**Fragment 11**

The conversation between Adam Warner and Jennifer on page 40;

"It would be wiser if we didn't."
"Overruled. I've called you and I've written to you, you never called
me back and my letters were returned. There isn't a day that's gone
by that I haven't thought about you. Why did you disappear?"
"It's part of my magic act,"
"What would you like?"
"Nothing."

In data 11, the addressor is Jennifer. She extends her feeling when
Adamasks about her existence by saying "It's part of my magic act". Adam
accepts her information; it shows that Adam is the addressee. Based on
context of the story, Jennifer says those words when she meets Adam in
town square after delivering a speech. She delivers her utterance calmly in
order Adam detects that Jennifer does not think about him anymore. From
Jennifer’s utterance in data 35, the writer concludes the topic being suitable
with the utterance is concluding. Jennifer concludes what Adam says about
her only in one sentence.

**Fragment 12**

The conversation between Jennifer and Joshua on page 42;

"Do I have to get up?"
"No. Tell you what. Why don’t you laze around today? You can stay inside and have fun. It’s raining too hard to go outdoors."
"Okay, Mom."

In data 12, the addressor is Jennifer. She reminds Joshua to not going to go outdoors. Joshua preceives Jennifer’s command by saying “Oke Mom”. It shows that Joshua is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Joshua is not in good condition. He has just recovered from sickness so that Jennifer forbids him to go outdoors. Moreover, it is raining too hard so, he must be in the house. The writer concludes the topic being suitable with the utterance is reminding. She reminds Joshua calmly in order Joshua cares about his condition and, he does not decide to go outdoors.

Fragment 13

The conversation between Jennifer and Silva’s secretary on page 49;

"I have to speak to Mr. Di Silva. This is Jennifer Parker."
"I’m sorry. Mr. Di Silva is in a conference. He can’t be dis-"
"You get him on this telephone. This is an emergency. Hurry!" "Just a moment."
"Yes?"
"Listen, and listen carefully. Adam Warner's going to be killed. It's going to happen in the next ten or fifteen minutes. They're planning to do it at the New Canaan bridge."

In data 13, the writer underlies that the addressor is Jennifer. Jennifer informs to Di Silva’s secretary that Adam Warner is going to be killed. She hopes Di Silva’s secretary affirms this news to Di Silva. It is clear that Di Silva’s secretary is the addressee. Based on context of story, Adam is Di Silva’s client. Adam is also a senator that ever has a relationship with Jennifer. He will be killed by the gang of mafia. Therefore, Jennifer wants to convey that news to Di Silva. From Jennifer’s utterance in data 38, the writer
concludes that it is portraying an action of reporting. Jennifer reports that news to Di Silva’s secretary via telephone. She says those words seriously in order Di Silva’s secretary believe in her what she is saying about and, conveys the news as soon as possible.

**Fragment 14**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 10;

"Maybe he's trying to psych you out. He wants you running scared."
"I am running scared:"
"It's a bad case. You should see Abraham Wilson. All the jury will have to do is look at him and they'll vote to convict."
"When does the trial come up?"
"In four weeks."
"Anything I can do to help?"
"Uh-huh. **Put out a contract on Di Silva.**"
"Do you think there's any chance you can get Wilson an acquittal?"

In data 14, the addressor is Jennifer who gives command to Ken Bailey by saying **“Put out a contract on Di Silva”**. In this case, Ken Bailey is the addressee who accepts the command from Jennifer. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer decides that the topic being discussed is drawing the cooperation. Based on the context of the utterance, Jennifer does not want has any cooperates with Di Silva anymore. It is because Di Silva as an ex-boss of Jennifer in a district attorney tries to destroy Jennifer’s career. Therefore, Jennifer says that utterance seriously in order Ken Bailey knows that Jennifer does not need Di Silva again. She could do anything by herself and her partner without Di Silva. This event happens in Bailey’s office.

**Fragment 15**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 13;
"How's the master attorney? You look like you just swallowed a client."
"Ken, would you run a check on someone for me?"
"Shoot. Who is it?"

In data 1, the writer underlies that the addressor and addressee are Jennifer and Ken Bailey. It can be seen from Jennifer’s utterance “Ken, would you run a check on someone for me?”. This utterance indicates that Jennifer needs Bailey’s help, and then Bailey does by saying “Shoot. Who is it?”. Bailey receives what Jennifer’s says that is why the writer calls Bailey as the addressee. It is obvious what Jennifer saying is about asking for something. Based on context of the story, Jennifer comes to the office hurried because she rejected a client that she does not know before, so that she commands Bailey to find out the notes about the client actually. From the utterance, the writer concludes that Jennifer is confused but still serious when she talks to Bailey. The purpose of Jennifer’s utterance is in order Bailey knows that it is very important thing to know more who the client is actually.

**Fragment 16**

The conversation between Patrick Maguire and Jennifer on page 21;

"It's nice to meet you, Miss Parker. You've gotten yourself quite a reputation around town."
"Not all bad, I hope."
"They say you're tough. You don't look it"
"I hope not."
"Coffee? Or some good Irish whiskey?"
"Coffee, please."

Based on data 16, the addressor is Jennifer. Patrick offers to Jennifer to drink coffee or some good Irish whiskey. Then, Jennifer replies by saying
“Coffee, please”. It is shows that Maguire is the addressee, she perceives what Jennifer says. From Jennifer’s utterance in data 19, the writer decides the topic is giving request. It is because Jennifer requests coffee to Patrick directly after offering. Based on context of the story, Patrick calls Jennifer to come in his office hurried. It is because he wants Jennifer to overcome his problem. In other words, Jennifer will be used as his lawyer. From data 19, the writer concludes that Jennifer utters that request abhorrently in order Patrick Maguire does not call her again to overcome his problem or ask Jennifer to become his lawyer.

**Fragment 17**

The conversation between Patrick Maguire and Jennifer on page 22;

"No, you're not. Because your client's not going into court. I just paid her a visit. There's no way you can ever get that girl into a courtroom. She's terrified and, without her, you haven't got a chance."

"You had no right to talk to Connie Garrett without my being present."

"I was only trying to do everybody a favor. Take the money and run, friend."

"Get out of here. You turn my stomach."

"I didn't know your stomach could be turned."

From the data 17, the addressee is Jennifer. Patrick as the addressee, talks to Jennifer that he always takes the profit from his client, he intends to offers Jennifer as like what he does. But, Jennifer argues his utterance by saying "Get out of here". It shows that Jennifer is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Patrick Maguire is one of the lawyers who take some benefits from the clients. He always think that money is very important than others. Therefore, Jennifer hates him so much.
Jennifer and Patrick Maguire talk about this topic when they are in the office. The writer concludes, the topic of Jennifer’s utterance is included in commanding. Jennifer command Maguire to get out from her office seriously in order he leave her office hurried.

**Fragment 18**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 24;

"*When will you be back?*

*I shouldn't be gone more than three or four days."

"Things aren't the same when you're not here. I'll miss you."

*Hold down the fort until I get back.*

In data 18, the addressee is Jennifer. Bailey conveys his feeling when Jennifer does not appear in the office for a while. Then, Jennifer commands him to hold down the fort in the office. It is clear that Jennifer is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Jennifer wants to go out from office for the next five months. She wants to find calm and quit outside. Therefore, she gives command towards Ken Bailey to change her position for a while. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer decides the suitable topic is giving command. Bailey and Jennifer talk about this topic when they are in the office. Jennifer says those words in sad condition in order Bailey understands that she is also sad to leave him and office.

**Fragment 19**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 36;

"*What's going on? You can't keep representing these hoodlums. They'll ruin us.*

*Don't worry about it, Ken. They'll pay.*

*You can't be that naive, Jennifer. You're the one who's going to pay. They'll have you hooked.*
"Drop it, Ken."
"Right. You're the boss."

In data 19, the addressor is Jennifer. She advises Bailey to stop talking about Moretti. Bailey perceives it by saying "Right. You're the boss" he realizes that Jennifer is the boss. It shows that Jennifer is the addressor. Based on context of the story, Ken Bailey always reminds Jennifer to avoid genk of mafia to be her client. But, Jennifer does not want to hear what Bailey says. It is because she has just realized not all mafia do the wrong thing. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer indicates the topic that suitable with the utterance is giving command. Jennifer commands Bailey to drop his utterance. They talk each other when they meet at office. Jennifer says those words in strained way and seriously in order Bailey does not continue his statement.

Fragment 20

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 38;

"Why didn't you tell me?"
"Tell you what?"
"About you and Mike Moretti."
"My personal life-"
"He lives in a sewer and you brought that sewer into the office! You've got us all working for Moretti and his hoodlums."
"Stop it!"
"I am. That's what I came to tell you. I'm leaving."

In data 20, the writer underlies that the addressor is Jennifer. From the conversation above, Bailey is very disappointed with Jennifer because he had to be worked to the gang of mafia. Jennifer replies Bailey’s statement by commanding him “Stop it!”. It shows that Jennifer is the addressor. She says
those words when she meets Bailey in her room at office hardly. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer decides the topic being suitable with the utterance is giving a command. Jennifer commands Bailey to stop his utterance. It is done by Jennifer in order Bailey does not talk about Moretti’s gang anymore.

**Fragment 21**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 5;

"You got any clients?"
"I have some things coming up, don’t let it get you down. Anyone can make a mistake."
"Like some?"
"No, thanks, I never eat lunch."
"Okay."

The addressor is Jennifer who conveys her feeling that she does not want to eat some foods, and then Bailey receipts what Jennifer means by saying “Okay”. In the data 21, Jennifer expresses her refusing by saying “No, thanks, I never eat lunch”. It happens in Bailey’s office in the afternoon. Jennifer says that utterance with relax in order Bailey knows that she never eat lunch before. Jennifer wants Bailey does not offer anything again to Jennifer if the time of lunch is coming.

**Fragment 22**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 5;

"You’re late this morning."
"Mr. Bailey, I’m afraid I’m going to have to be leaving. I'll send you the rent money I owe you as soon as I’m able to."

The addressor from data 22 is Jennifer. She explains the reason why she is coming late to the office and, Ken Bailey receipts her
explanation. It shows that Ken Bailey is the addressee. From data 4, Jennifer’s utterance portrayed an asking for dispensation. It is because she wants Bailey to give her a few times more in order she could pay the rent money. It happens at Bailey’s office in the morning and, Jennifer says that utterance seriously so that Bailey understands that she has not been able to pay the rent money yet.

**Fragment 23**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 11;

"How about a cup of coffee?"
"I couldn't swallow anything."

The addressor and addressee from data 23 are Jennifer and Ken Bailey. It can be seen from Jennifer’s utterance “I couldn’t swallow anything”, she says to Bailey so that in data 10 Bailey is the receiver of Jennifer’s utterance. From the data 10, Jennifer conveys an expression of refusing. It means, she refuses Bailey’s offers about a cup of coffee. The setting of this event happens in Bailey’s office. Jennifer utters to Bailey in relax way in order Bailey does not offended and understands that Jennifer in bad mood condition.

**Fragment 24**

The conversation between Jennifer and Ken Bailey on page 15;

"Hey, I get lonely in that big office all by myself. How about dinner and the theater tonight?"
"I'm afraid I-
"I'd love to go;"
"I have two tickets for the ballet Friday night. I thought we might---"
"I'm sorry, Ken. I'm busy Friday night."
"Oh."
From the data 24, the addressor is Jennifer and Bailey is the addressee. Jennifer informs to Bailey that she could not watch ballet show. But, Jennifer conveys her reason that she is not be able to join with him. It is clear that the addressor is Jennifer and, the addressee is Ken Bailey. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer decides that it is an expression of refusing. It can be seen when Jennifer gives the reason to Bailey that she is not be able to watch the show. Based on context of story, Jennifer and Bailey talk about this event when they are in the office. Jennifer utters in relax way in order Bailey does not feel shy because of the rejection.

**Fragment 25**

The conversation between Jennifer and Michael Moretti on page 20;

"I want to see you. I think you and I should have a little talk."
"What about, Mr. Moretti?"
"It's nothing I'd care to discuss on the telephone. I can tell you this, Miss Parker—it's something that would be very much in your interest:'
"I can tell you this, Mr. Moretti. Nothing you could ever do or say could be of the slightest interest to me,"

From data 25, the addressor is Jennifer. Jennifer talks to Moretti that she is not being able to accept Moretti’s offers to discuss about his problem. In shows that Moretti is the addressee. In this case, Moretti tells Jennifer via telephone, he says there is interest case for Jennifer if she could be Moretti’s lawyer. But, Jennifer does not interest whatever Moretti says. It is indicates that Jennifer’s utterance includes in expression of refusing. She refuses Moretti’s intention by saying “Nothing you could ever do or say could be of the slightest interest to me”. Jennifer says that utterance quickly in order
Moretti understands that Jennifer does not want to talk about his problem although it is good thing inside.

**Fragment 26**

The conversation between Michael Moretti and Jennifer on page 21;

"Well, this is an unexpected pleasure, Miss Parker. I=' "
"Mr. Moretti, I don't like being set up."
"What are you talking about?"
"Listen to me. And listen well. I'm not for sale. Not now, not ever. I won't represent you or anyone who works for you. All I want is for you to leave me alone. Is that clear?"

In data 26, the writer underlies about the addressee and addressee. The addressor is Jennifer; she reminds Moretti that she cannot represent him or another who works with him. In this case, Moretti is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Moretti is the boss of mafia. In Jennifer’s mind, mafia is always doing something in wrong way. Therefore, Jennifer does not want to help him. They meet in a restaurant when they talk about this topic. In writer’s assumption, the topic from Jennifer’s utterance is reminding. Jennifer reminds Moretti more than twice that she cannot be his lawyer. The writer concludes, from the utterance in data 22 Jennifer reminds Moretti explicitly in order Moretti knows that Jennifer does not accept the client from mafia.

**Fragment 27**

The conversation between Michael Moretti and Jennifer on page 24;

"I don't want to represent you or any of your friends:"
"Why not?"
"Because if I represented one of you, from then on you'd own me."
"You've got it all wrong."
"My friends are in legitimate businesses. I mean banks, insurance companies-"
"Save your breath. My services aren't available to the Mafia."
"Who said anything about the Mafia?"
"Call it whatever you like. No one owns me but me. I intend to keep it that way."

From the data 27, the addressor is Jennifer. She tells Moretti as the addresse, she could not accept the gang of mafia as her client by saying “My services aren’t available to the Mafia”. It is clear that Jennifer is the adddressor. Based on context of the story, Moretti talks to Jennifer via telephone. He always asks Jennifer to be his lawyer. But, Jennifer does not care with his lamentations although Moretti often does it. It is because in Jennifer’s mind mafia is always does something wrong so that she does not want to accept Moretti as her client. It is obvious that Jennifer’s utterance portrayed an expression of refusing. In data 26, Jennifer utters those words seriously in order Moretti feels embarrassed and does not call Jennifer again in other time.

Fragment 28

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 26;

"'De nada'. When are you going to do it?"
"I'll go down there this weekend."
"Would you like me to go with you?" "What about the return trip?"
"I'll be all right."
"It's none of my business, but are you sure this is what you want to do?"
"I'm sure:' "I'm sure."

From the data 28, the addressor is Jennifer. She conveys to Bailey that she does not need his help. It shows that Jennifer is the addressor, and Bailey is the addressee. Jennifer promises to Bailey that she will be fine. It is indicate that Jennifer’s utterance is about promising. Based on context of the
story, Jennifer and Bailey talk about this topic when they are in Jennifer’s apartment. Jennifer utters those words in data 27 slowly but still serious in order to remind Bailey that she is fine and, always keeps health although there is no Bailey.

**Fragment 29**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 27;

"He’s getting stronger every day,"
"I don’t want to pry," "but shouldn’t whoever the proud papa is be doing something-?"
"Subject closed."
"Okay, Sorry. ..."

In the data 29, Jennifer is the addressee. Bailey recommends to Jennifer that she is better has a husband than still single. But, Jennifer replies Bailey’s statement by commanding him to stop talking about that topic. It is clear that Bailey is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Jennifer has long time no see Bailey. At the first time they meet again, Bailey gets surprise that Jennifer has a baby. But, Bailey does not know when Jennifer married actually. They meet again in Jennifer’s new house; she leaves the old apartment after she has a son. The topic of Jennifer’s utterance is about giving command. It can be seen from this word “Subject closed”. Jennifer commands Bailey to not discuss about the father of her son. She utters those words seriously in order Bailey does not pry up about her son’s father.

**Fragment 30**

The conversation between Jennifer and Dan Martin on page 27;

"I’m taking a leave of absence. I’ll be gone for the next five months."
"We'll be able to reach you, won't we?"
"No, Dan. I'll be out of touch."

In data 30, the addressor is Jennifer. She conveys to Dan Martin that she will take the absence for the next five months. Then, Dan Martin accepts it. It is clear that Dan Martin is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Jennifer has not informed to Dan Martin yet about her planning to take absence for the next five months. But, she has already told to another partner in the office. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer underlies the topic being discussed is leave-taking. Jennifer leaves the office and, say good bye to Dan Martin by informing it. She says in serious way in order Dan Martin knows that she is not lie with her decisions.

Fragment 31

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 28;

"You know who's been driving us nuts trying to reach you?"
"Who?"
"Michael Moretti."
"Oh."
"He's weird. When we wouldn't tell him where you were, he made us swear you were all right."
"I'll call them as soon as I can."

In data 31, the addressor is Jennifer. She conveys and promises to call Moretti as soon as possible. It shows that Jennifer is the addressor. Based on context of the story, Moretti always looks for Jennifer in the office when Jennifer takes absence for five months. He asks to Ken Bailey about Jennifer everyday and, orders him to keep Jennifer where ever she is. In this context, Bailey tells about Moretti to Jennifer when she has arrived in the office. The writer decides that the topic is suitable from Jennifer’s utterance
is planning for something. It can be seen from this utterance “I’ll call them as soon as I can”. Jennifer has a plane to call Moretti immediately. She talks to Moretti seriously in order he knows that Jennifer has a good decisions and never lies towards her co-workers what she talked about.

**Fragment 32**

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 6;

"You isn't that why you’re here?"
"I told you why I'm here. I'm empowered to investigate and recommend for or against disbarment proceedings. I want to get your side of the story."
"I see. And how do I buy you off?"
"I'm sorry, Miss Parker: “Just a minute!”
"Forgive me, I-everybody seems to be the enemy." "Your apology is accepted."

In data 32, the addressor is Jennifer who gives the information for Adam that she could not meet him by the utterance “Forgive me, I-everybody seems to be the enemy”. In this case, the addressee is Adam Warner. From that utterance, the topic being discussed is expression of refusing. Jennifer refuses what Adam wants to do with her. The event happens in Jennifer’s apartment and, Jennifer says that utterance quickly in order Adam gets out from her apartment. It is because she guesses Adam is one of her enemies in the field of law.

**Fragment 33**

The conversation between Jennifer and Judge Waldman on page 11;

"Your Honor, this exhibit is absolutely vital to our defense. I feel-
"Miss Parker, this court does not have the time or the inclination to give you instructions in the law, but the District Attorney is quite right. Before coming into this courtroom you should have acquainted yourself with the basic rules of evidence. The first rule is that you
cannot introduce evidence that has not been properly prepared for. Nothing has been put into the record about the deceased being armed or not armed. Therefore, the question of these weapons becomes extraneous. You are overruled."
"I'm sorry, but it is not extraneous."
"That is enough! You may file an exception."

From data 33, the writer underlies that the addressee and addressee are Jennifer and Judge Waldman. It can be seen from Jennifer’s utterance “I’m sorry, but it is not extraneous”, she notifies Judge Waldman that she apologizes. In this case, Jennifer opposes her enemy’s statement and, Judge Waldman thinks that she is excessive so that she apologizes to the Judge. It shows that her utterance portraying a contradiction. This event happens in the courtroom when assembly ongoing. Jennifer says that utterance explicitly in order Judge Waldman realizes what Jennifer utter is true.

Fragment 34

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 16;

"I brought you something," "It's from Milan."
"Thank you."
"Have you ever been to Milan?"
"No. I've seen pictures of the cathedral there. It's lovely."
"I'm not much of a sightseer. My theory is that if you've seen one church, you've seen them all."

From data 34, the addressee is Jennifer. Jennifer gives information to Adam that she has not gone Milan yet. But, she has ever seen the pictures of cathedral there. It is indicate that Adam Warner is the addressee. In data 15, Jennifer informs to Adam about the pictures of cathedral, so that the writer underlies the topic is informing. Based on context of the story, Jennifer and Adam are in Jennifer’s apartment when they talks about this
topic. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer decides that Jennifer in relax condition when she talks in order Adam knows about Jennifer’s desire to go to Milan.

Fragment 35

The conversation between Jennifer and Adam Warner on page 19;

"I have some news for you," "I've been asked to run for the United States Senate."
"Oh, Adam! That's wonderful! You'll make such a great senator!"
"The competition's going to be fierce. New York's a tough state."
"It doesn't matter. No one can stop you:" "I'm so proud of you, darling."

In data 35, the addressor is Jennifer, and the addressee is Adam Warner. The writer points out that Jennifer’s utterance is about expression of proud. It can be seen from “Oh Adam! That’s wonderful!” Jennifer is very proud of Adam because of his brilliance in career. Based on context of the story, Jennifer talks with Adam via telephone. She talks towards Adam happily and proudly in order Adam knows that Jennifer always supports him.

Fragment 36

The conversation between Patrick Maguire and Jennifer on page 21;

"I just talked to Connie Garrett. As I told you before, she really doesn't want to go to court unless she has to. So if we could settle this today="
"Nice try, Miss Parker. The statute of limitations is up today. No one is going to sue anybody. If you'd like to settle for a lunch sometime we can talk about the fickle finger of fate."
“That's a pretty rotten trick, friend.”
"It's a pretty rotten world, friend,"


From the data 36, the addressee is Jennifer. Patrick Maguire tells to Jennifer that the statute of limitations about the case of fickle finger is up. Fickle finger here is about someone who has physical defect. But, Jennifer answers his statement in simple way by saying “That’s a pretty rotten trick, friend”, then stop talking with Maguire. It shows that Maguire is the addressee. Jennifer’s utterance indicates that topic being discussed is bullying. Based on context of the story, the event happens in Maguire’s office. Maguire is the first lawyer of fickle finger, but he cannot overcome the problem and he says to Jennifer that the problem is up. Therefore, Jennifer wants to increase this problem again in order to absolve the fickle finger. She intimidates Maguire by her utterance in order Maguire does not think tricky and never underestimates someone who has physical defect.

**Fragment 37**

The conversation between Joshua and Jennifer on page 41;

"You should have seen the accident, Mom. It was incredible! A big sailboat tipped over and we stopped and saved their lives."

"That’s wonderful, son. How many lives did you save?"

"There were six of them."

"And you pulled them out of the water?"

"Well, we didn't exactly pull them out of the water. They were kind a sittin' on the side of their boat. But they probably would have starved to death if we hadn't come along."

"I see. They were very lucky you came along, weren't they?"

"You'll say."

In data 37, the writer underlies that the addressor is Jennifer. She conveys to Joshua that she is very proud with Joshua’s action. Joshua had pulled the pessangers out from the water when they played sailboat. It shows
that Joshua is the addressee. Based on context of the story, Jennifer and her son are spending their holiday in Acapulco Beach. Then, Joshua sees the accident of sailboat there with his friends when they play banana boat. After helping the victims of sailboat, Joshua comes close to Jennifer at the coastal area and, Jennifer says to Joshua “That’s wonderful, son”. The writer indicates that Jennifer’s utterance is included in expression of proud topic. It is because Joshua could help many people of sailboat. Jennifer says those words happily in order Joshua understands that his mother is very proud of him.

**Fragment 38**

The conversation between Ken Bailey and Jennifer on page 23;

"You know, only one percent of the lawyers in this country can get in?"
"I'm their token woman,"
"Jennifer won the case. One of the techniques Jennifer found effective with a jury was to say, "I know that the words 'law' and 'courtroom' sound a little frightening and remote from your lives, but when you stop to think about it, all we're doing here is dealing with the rights and wrongs done to human beings like ourselves. Let's forget we're in a courtroom, my friends. Let's just imagine we're sitting around in my living room, talking about what's happened to this poor defendant, this fellow human being."

In data 38, the addressor is Jennifer. She tells Bailey that she is the only one could overcome the difficult case against Di Silva. Therefore, she appoints herself as token woman. It is clear that Jennifer is the addressor, and Bailey as the addressee. Based on context of the story, the case is handled by Jennifer is about fickle finger. Actually this case has stopped because there is no one being able to finish it. But, Jennifer takes this case
because she thinks the fickle finger must be supported, although against Di Silva in the courtroom. The writer underlies the topic can be taken from Jennifer’s utterance is appointing. Jennifer appoints that she is the token woman. In the story, after solving the case of fickle finger successfully, many people use her as their lawyer for any cases. From Jennifer’s utterance, the writer concludes that Jennifer utters those words explicitly in order Ken knows that Jennifer is a woman which cannot be underestimated.

4.2 Discussions

Communication has important role in daily life. Communication is defined as a process by which people give or extend meanings in an attempt to create shared understanding. Thus, people can cooperate with each other when they communicate just as they do in any activities. Communication is usually defined as conversation, namely for sending and receiving message. If the message cannot be received, it means that communication does not work well. In order to make communication run well, the hearer should know the speaker’s mean.

It is related what is called illocutionary act; illocutionary act is the meaning intended by the speaker’s utterance. In other words, illocutionary act is very important in understanding the meaning or intention of words or sentences that used by the speaker. As humans being, there are some mistakes that always appeared when they mean something. Of course, different person is different interpretation in understanding the meaning of an utterance.
This section discusses the finding of data analysis. In the novel *Rage of Angels*, there are 108 data of illocutionary acts. After analyzing the data of illocutionary acts, the writer finds some illocutionary acts that used by Jennifer as the main female character in the novel. As the conclusion of this study, the writer summarizes that 108 data of Jennifer’s utterance indicated in five types of illocutionary acts: assertives, directives, commissives, expressives, and declarations. In assertives illocutionary acts, Jennifer uses 6 acts. They are stating acts, reporting acts, complaining acts, boasting acts, claiming acts, and suggesting acts. Then, in directives illocutionary acts, Jennifer uses 3 acts. They are commanding acts, asking acts and, requesting act. The writer finds 3 acts in commissives illocutionary acts used by Jennifer. They are planning acts, refusing acts, and promising acts. In expressives, Jennifer uses 4 acts. They are thanking acts, praising acts, blaming act and, apologizing acts. The last concerning is declarations illocutionary acts. The writer just underlies 1 act from Jennifer’s utterance in this category, it is appointing act.

All explanation about context of situation, the writer summerizes that the addressor is always Jennifer herself. It is because the writer uses Jennifer’s utterance as the subject to be analyzed. Therefore, the addressor is always Jennifer in all situations.

In addition, the writer takes the data from the main character’s utterance and also includes the other characters who involves Jennifer as the main character. It can be said all the channel in this study are speech and, the
message-form being performed in this study is conversation. The code of the utterance is English. It is because *Rage of Angels* novel was written by Sidney Sheldon (1980) by using English.

From data analysis above, the writer finds 12 addressees. They are Di Silva, Ken Bailey, Adam Warner, Judge Waldman, Connie Gareth, Moretti, Patrick Maguire, La Guardia, Dan Martin, Philip Redding, Joshua, and Silva’s Secretary. Jennifer talks anything to the addressee in different situation. But, some utterances used by Jennifer are found in the same situation. Based on the data analysis above, the setting of place commonly happened in Jennifer’s office and courtroom. The writer underlies that Jennifer’s illocutionary acts commonly used in expression of refusing topic.

There are many utterances in expression of refusing used by Jennifer, she refuses some orders to join the gang of mafia. As we know that mafia is not good thing, therefore Jennifer refuses the invitation. In the writer’s assumption, the author of *Rage of Angels* novel wants to teach a moral value to the readers so that always stay away from any disreputes, and draw near for every kindness through Jennifer’s action. In Islamic religion, it is taught in the Al-Quran surah Ali Imran ayah 104. The surah says “and should be among human, there is someone who proclaims toward kindness, and restrains toward disrepute. In truth, they are group of profit human”. The surah explains about an order of staying away from disrepute, and draw nears every kindness. Simplicity, stay away from disrepute is lofty thing. Meanwhile, bring something close to kindness is the reflection of sincerity.